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AICPA Engage was a week of excitement and great networking. In sessions and in casual conversations I noticed

frequent debate and speculation about artificial intelligence, machine learning, Blockchain – emerging

technologies that hold promise for our industry. 

It’s at once entertaining and disconcerting to imagine the rise of robots that will out-think us, or may eventually

replace us, rather than deal with the practical challenges of operating an accounting firm in today’s environment.

AI is certainly in use in the accounting industry, mostly in initiatives in very large firms. Auditors at big 4 firms use

technology to extract key terms, compile and analyze large volumes of information to perform risk assessments or

other functions. AI engines can identify trends and patterns in data sets, allowing accountants to identify changes

in a client’s business, and to provide informed advice on strategy. TurboTax ran commercials last season in which

an AI-driven chat-bots answered callers’ questions about tax regulations. 

 The possibilities are exciting, but the fact is, the majority of accounting firms are not hands-on with AI today, and

it will take time for those solutions to become mainstream. Automation tools in more common use today are based

on RPA – robotic process automation. RPA is effective in automating accounting tasks - high-transaction,

repeatable, structured, rules-based processes. In Doc.It, you’ll experience RPA in our AutoFiling and Advanced

Forms Recognition (AFR) capabilities, where the application makes smart decisions about categorizing, naming,

and organizing documents just as you would, only faster and with fewer errors. RPA conducts lower value, time-

consuming tasks, freeing up accounting staff to focus their efforts more strategically. If you missed AICPA Engage,

consider joining us for an encore presentation of Don Emery’s Let's Connect Up! Tech Demo talk from the

conference. Don will offer a sneak peek at the new Doc.It Connect portal – a great way to make a practical tech

move that will improve your business.

 

Respectfully,

Kevin Murray, CPA, CMA

Doc.It Inc. President

Industry News and Resources
Randy Johnston: Top Tech Picks for Small Firms (Accounting Today)

Which Doc.It Product is Right for my Firm? (Comparison Chart)

Doc.It Adds Docusign eSignature Software Integration (CPAPractice Advisor)

AICPA Honors the ‘Most Powerful Women in Accounting’

Congratulations, Grand Prize Winner!
At the close of the 2019 AICPA Engage conference, Melody Gritton won the drawing for the grand prize – a 50”

Smart TV. Congratulations, Melody!

Featured Articles
Bottom Line: The Basics on eSignatures (Insightful Accountant)

The convenience of eSignature means that documents can be signed without printing, scanning or faxing.
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Simply open the document on a PC, tablet, or mobile, review the document, and place your signature. Then,

send it back digitally to the sender. It is easier, faster, and less expensive than signing with a pen. In this article,

Doc.It answers the most common questions about eSignatures. Read the article here.

7 Myths You Shouldn't Believe About Going Digital 

In a digital document management system,all content is stored, organized and processed in digital form,

allowing fast and accurate search, storage and work processing.But many smaller firms continue to struggle

with mostly paper-based systems. Why is there a reluctance to move to a digital model? Having spoken with

hundreds of firms over the years, we repeatedly hear these top seven myths and misconceptions about

document management systems that keep smaller firms from going digital. Document management expert

Cameron Downs is focused on helping smaller firms increase productivity. Read his article on Accounting Web. 

Meet Doc.It - Upcoming Events
Planning to attend one of these events? Contact us by email to arrange an onsite meeting. 

Boomer Tech Circles: August 11-14, Kansas City 

NCACPA TechFest Summer Conference: August 22-23, Charlotte NC 

Accounting & Finance Show: September 9, Toronto

Let’s Connect Up! 

Live Webinar with Don Emery, Join us for a complimentary webinar of Don’s AICPA Engage Tech Demo

presentation: July 11, Online, 1 pm EDT

Live Doc.It Webinars

Get a first look - or a refresher - on Doc.It features for document management, workflow, and web portal. Demo

webinars are scheduled every week or so through the summer of 2019. Check out the schedule and register

today.  If you cannot wait for the next webinar, recordings are available on demand.

Invite Doc.It to your Firm Association or Meeting
What does the future hold for your firm? Your vision may include:

Attracting and retaining talent

Reducing the cost, effort of paper and embrace a green philosophy 

Improving security of client communications and documents 

Reducing costs by improving efficiency 

Implementing data retention and compliance policies 

At Doc.It we focus all of our time and energy on helping accounting firms leverage smart document

management solutions to achieve their goals. Invite us to meet with your firm or CPA association. We can

participate in discussions, offer an educational session, or help put together your plan for implementing

document management, workflow, or a client-facing portal.  Email Kevin Sharma for details.

Try Doc.It Free for 90 Days
Considering Doc.It? 3 months FREE when you commit to a 15-month subscription
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Like Us, Follow Us, Share Us

Thanks for being our part of the Doc.It community! 
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